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You've heard about Extreme Programming. You might have read articles or books describing the XP process, but what next? How do you implement XP principles into an actual Java project? This unique book explains everything you need for XP development, starting with Ant, the popular Java build tool. The authors describe every stage of a real-world project life cycle - testing, refactoring, versioning, deployment, and more - with practical examples that you can immediately put to use in your own projects.
Every aspect of an XP project includes unique challenges, and "Extreme Programming with Ant" works through each step of the process:  

*Mitigate risks by creating spike tests with Ant buildfiles 
*Add version control and testing with JUnit 
*Automate nightly builds and reporting 
*Deploy applications dynamically using XDoclet 
*Add additional team members after a project is underway 
*Write custom Ant components to facilitate deployment 
*Adapt an XP process for use by other teams or across an enterprise  

Throughout the book, the authors include dozens of ideas for extending Ant with useful custom features such as generating UML diagrams and creating reports and metrics on-the-fly. All code and examples have been built, tested, and deployed using Ant 1.5.3.     

       About the Author
   

  Jeremy Poteet is the Chief Security Officer for appDefense, a consulting company specializing in application security.  He is a CISSP and was the winner in the 2002 eWeek OpenLabs OpenHack IV competition, and has more than 15 years experience in software development.  Jeremy has promoted Ant as the build process and XP as a development methodology for both internal projects and with various clients across the country. He has led numerous Java development and XP projects and has incorporated Ant at several customer sites.  He has been involved in every aspect of the software development process, with team sizes ranging from 1 to over 100.  

  Glenn Niemeyer is a consultant with Technology Partners Inc., a Mid-west based Consulting Firm. He has a Masters Degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of Missouri, and 15 years of experience in software development. Glenn joined Technology Partners in 1996, and has been a technical team leader and project leader on a number of software development projects.  He is also active in the area of Application Security.  Glenn can be reached at gniemeyer@tech-partners.com  
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How Doctors Think: Clinical Judgment and the Practice of MedicineOxford University Press, 2005

	How Doctors Think defines the nature and importance of clinical judgment. Although physicians make use of science, this book argues that medicine is not itself a science but rather an interpretive practice that relies on clinical reasoning. A physician looks at the patient's history along with the presenting physical signs and...
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Linux+ Study Guide, 3rd Edition (XKO-002)Sybex, 2005
Here's the book you need to prepare for CompTIA's updated Linux+ exam,     #XK0-002. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of     today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible     instructional approach that has earned Sybex the reputation as the leading     publisher for...
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Key Questions in Obstetrics and Gynaecology (Key Topics)CRC Press, 1999

	This is an essential revision aid for all trainee obstetricians. Comprising 360 MCQ's with cross-references to Key Topics in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Second Edition, for the detailed background to the questions and their answers, this text will ensure a successful examination.
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WooCommerce CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create, design, and manage your own personalized online store with WooCommerce, the fastest growing e-commerce platform


	About This Book

	
		Get your online store up and running in no time
	
		Dozens of simple recipes to setup and manage your store
	
		Easy to understand code samples...
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Excel Hacks: Tips & Tools for Streamlining Your SpreadsheetsO'Reilly, 2007

	Millions of users create and share Excel spreadsheets every day, but few go deeply enough to learn the techniques that will make their work much easier. There are many ways to take advantage of Excel's advanced capabilities without spending hours on advanced study. Excel Hacks provides more than 130 hacks -- clever tools, tips...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting ServicesMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Definitive Guide to Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services

Create and deliver data-rich reports across the enterprise using this complete server-based reporting solution. Written by a member of the original Reporting Services development team, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services covers the...
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